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Dear Mr. Burden, 

The work I neve done and em doing hes put me about 
$40,000 in debt. I have not been able to pay the printer anything 
on MOTOGRAMIC WHITEWASH.. I therefore simply cenrot Five copies 
away, much as I would like to. I want everyone to have a copy. 
The price is ,t75.00, iheluding nostege and handling* (bookstore erica 
is 4.95). 

To date I have printed four books. The first (end first 
on the subject) is airrEasH. The second is bilTEWAH II. The last 
is CS7:AID IN N OBIANS. Tee first two are .N.00 by mail, the last 
$1.50. Only the lest is without picture's. 

Here postage is surface Jell. It costs about $3.00 per 
bo- k by air. 

For whet it is worth, I offer unsolicited tors ant. 
A 

The pictures you refer to do not show recovery of c .45 
slug. It is more likely a piece of brain. There is no evidence whatso-
ever that it is a slug and a slug of that cherecter could not possibly 
hew struck anyone or been fired from so close and come to rest there. 
Perhpps this explains thy,  silence you report. Those pictures are ownded 
by the Dallas papers, which are refusing to sell copies. Perhaps Bud 

knows how copies mey be obtained privately. I do not. 

Willis' slides con be bought from him for $7.50 a set. His 
address is t  8911 Wabash Circle, Dallas, Texes. 

If I ever knew who the man in Ex 2934 is I do not now 
recall. Sowever, it could not hove been G7afard, who had left Dallas 
rather promptly. Billy Lovelady also resembled Oswald. among many. 
But your hunch is s good one. It would be north trying to lom:n who 
the young men waiting in the FBI of ice was. However, the FBI and 
Comeiasion, between them, has seen to it that there is no chrono-
logical file. God knows how we'd be able to know if we have eeen 
all of them - or if the Commission ever get that one. 

I will not be able to nursue this further myself, but 
I'll pass the tit along to those who might. 

Sorry I can_-.0t send you a free book. Hope you under- 
stand. 

;at wishes for your project. 

Sincerely, 

Harold 7/eieberg 
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